Lot Number: ____________________________

☐ Bag Contents  30 pounds (13.64 kg)
☐ Bulk ____________________________

**MICRONIZED NUTRA-MIN**

- FOR USE WITH A STANDARD FERTILIZER PROGRAM
- MICRONIZED NUTRA-MIN is designed to help with better root development and plant vigor.
- MICRONIZED NUTRA-MIN may be of benefit during periods when plants are starved for food and water.

**INGREDIENTS**

Montmorillonite

MICRONIZED NUTRA-MIN is organic in origin. It's a naturally occurring substance that was formed when ancient plant and sea life were subjected to eons of Hydra-Thermal reactions (non-volcanic). This mineral rich material is a natural colloidal clay.

**MAINTAIN CONSTANT AGITATION TO KEEP IN SUSPENSION DURING APPLICATION**

**DIRECTIONS FOR USE**

**General Use**

Apply 5-10 pounds per acre, 2-3 times per growing season, for each crop.

**Compatibility**

MICRONIZED NUTRA-MIN is compatible with most commonly used pesticides and plant nutrients on most crops. User assumes sole responsibility for non-phytotoxic compatibility with other spray crops. If in doubt, do a jar compatibility test or consult an expert in spray crop compatibility.

**CAUTION: HARMFUL IF SWALLOWED**

Avoid contact with eyes, skin and clothing. In case of contact, immediately flush with water. Avoid further contact. Non-toxic when spilled or leaked. Biodegradable Material

**NOTE TO CUSTOMER**

Seller makes no warranty expressed or implied, concerning the use of this product other than indicated on this label. Buyer assumes all risks of use and handling.
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